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Mountainous terrain exerts an important influence on the Earth’s atmosphere and affects
atmospheric transport and mixing at a wide range of temporal and spatial scales. The
vertical scale of this transport and mixing is determined by the height of the atmospheric
boundary layer, which is therefore an important parameter in air pollution studies, weather
forecasting, climate modeling, and many other applications. It is recognized that the
spatio-temporal structure of the daytime convective boundary layer (CBL) height is
strongly modified and more complex in hilly and mountainous terrain compared to flat
terrain. While the CBL over flat terrain is mostly dominated by turbulent convection,
advection from multi-scale thermally driven flows plays an important role for the CBL
evolution over mountainous terrain. However, detailed observations of the CBL structure
and understanding of the underlying processes are still limited. Characteristics of CBL
heights in mountainous terrain are reviewed for dry, convective conditions. CBLs in valleys
and basins, where hazardous accumulation of pollutants is of particular concern, are
relatively well-understood compared to CBLs over slopes, ridges, or mountain peaks.
Interests in the initiation of shallow and deep convection, and of budgets and long-range
transport of air pollutants and trace gases, have triggered some recent studies on
terrain induced exchange processes between the CBL and the overlying atmosphere.
These studies have helped to gain more insight into CBL structure over complex
mountainous terrain, but also show that the universal definition of CBL height over
mountains remains an unresolved issue. The review summarizes the progress that has
been made in documenting and understanding spatio-temporal behavior of CBL heights
in mountainous terrain and concludes with a discussion of open research questions and
opportunities for future research.
Keywords: convective boundary layer height, thermally driven winds, mountains, vertical transport and mixing,
exchange processes between boundary layer and free troposphere
INTRODUCTION
The effect of mountains on the Earth’s atmosphere has long been recognized and studied (Atkinson,
1981; Barry, 1992; Whiteman, 2000; Chow et al., 2013). Almost 50% of the Earth’s land surface is
covered by hilly and mountainous terrain (Meybeck et al., 2001) and the effect of mountains on
weather and climate is oftentimes felt far away from the mountains.
De Wekker and Kossmann CBL Height Over Mountains
Mountains exert an influence on the atmosphere in two basic
ways that can be described as passive and active effects (Geiger,
1961). Passive effects involve momentum exchange between the
surface and the atmosphere and occur when a flow is modified
by the presence of mountains. Examples include flow blocking,
flow channeling, and lee waves. There are many review articles
on the passive effects when air flows over or around mountains
(e.g., Queney, 1948; Smith, 1979; Wood, 2000; Jackson et al.,
2013; Richner and Hächler, 2013). Active effects involve thermal
and radiative energy exchange processes and occur when the
terrain interacts with the diurnal heating and cooling cycle.
Examples include thermally driven wind systems generated by
horizontal temperature and pressure differences. These effects
are most pronounced in cloudless conditions and weak synoptic
pressure gradients. Several review articles exist on thermally
driven wind systems in mountainous terrain (Whiteman, 1990;
Zardi and Whiteman, 2013). At any moment, passive and active
effects play an important role in determining the dynamical and
thermodynamical atmospheric structure, with their individual
roles depending on factors such as wind speed, cloud cover, and
atmospheric stability. The current review paper focuses on the
height of the atmospheric boundary layer during daytime, dry,
convective conditions when active effects are dominant.
The atmospheric boundary layer is usually defined as the
atmospheric layer that interacts directly with the Earth’s surface
on a time scale of a few hours or less (e.g., Stull, 1988). During
daytime convective conditions, the atmospheric boundary layer
is also called the convective boundary layer (CBL). Knowledge
of CBL height and structure is useful or required in many
applications such as air-quality studies, aerial spraying- and
fire weather operations, regional climatology investigations, and
weather forecasting.
In flat, homogeneous terrain, the CBL has been investigated
intensively (e.g., Stull, 1988). The CBL grows by upward sensible
heat flux at the surface and downward sensible heat flux
(entrainment) at the top of the CBL. The convergence of the
sensible heat flux causes the CBL to warm and grow in depth.
The CBL growth rate is affected primarily by the characteristics of
the surface-based temperature inversion at sunrise, the strength
of the elevated temperature inversion, the free-atmospheric
stability, and by the upward sensible heat flux at the surface.
Subsidence at the top of the CBL will slow its growth rate.
Over mountainous terrain, the atmospheric structure
becomes much more complicated. Transport and mixing
processes such as those related to mountain waves (Smith et al.,
2007), rotors (Doyle and Durran, 2007), and thermally-driven
wind systems (Zardi and Whiteman, 2013) may affect CBL
variability. One of the first attempts at describing the thermal
structure of the CBL over mountainous terrain was made by
Ekhart (1948). Ekhart analyzed radiosonde data and found that,
compared to flat terrain, the diurnal amplitude of temperature
in mountainous regions not only increases toward the surface,
but is also significant at higher elevations. Ekhart concluded that
the atmosphere above the mountain ridges is very different and
independent from the valley atmosphere. Based on analyses of
the diurnal temperature range and the winds at various locations,
Ekhart makes a distinction between four different mountain
FIGURE 1 | Structure of the lower atmosphere over a mountain. The
solid line indicates the boundary between the free atmosphere and the
atmosphere influenced by the mountain. The dashed line indicates the top of
the slope atmosphere, while the hatched pattern indicates the valley
atmosphere (after Ekhart, 1948).
atmospheres (Figure 1): the slope atmosphere with a depth of
at most a couple of 100m; a valley atmosphere, characterized
by along valley flows; a large-scale mountain atmosphere which
is influenced by the active (thermal) and passive (dynamical)
effects of the entire mountain range; and the free atmosphere
which is the unperturbed atmosphere at great horizontal and
vertical distance from the mountain chain. Our major objectives
of this review paper are to highlight some important aspects of
CBL structure in mountainous terrain, to provide an overview
of the current concepts, and to identify fruitful areas of future
research.
The structure of this review paper will follow Ekhart’s notion
of a slope, valley, and mountain atmosphere with each of the
“atmospheres” discussed separately. After defining CBL height
and its determination, we will discuss the CBL height over slopes,
valleys, basins, mountain tops and plateaus, and entire mountain
ranges. Current notions concerning exchange processes between
the CBL and the free atmosphere in mountainous terrain are also
reviewed.We will conclude this review paper with a discussion of
possible areas for future research.
DEFINITION AND DETERMINATION OF
CBL HEIGHTS
One of the challenges of describing the spatio-temporal
variability of the CBL height is the lack of consensus regarding its
definition and determination. This is especially true for complex,
mountainous terrain.While the termCBL is used throughout this
review, other terms are used in the literature such as convective
mixed layer or simply mixed or mixing layer (AMS, 2000). The
term “mixing layer” is also used for the nocturnal boundary
layer with high levels of shear-generated turbulence. In the
CBL, convectively generated turbulence dominates over shear
generated turbulence to produce vigorous mixing which tends to
make the potential temperature, moisture, tracer concentrations,
and momentum independent of height in a major portion
of the CBL.
At the top of the CBL, there is usually an increase in
potential temperature and wind speed and a sharp decrease
in humidity and pollutant concentration (Figure 2). A layer in
which potential temperature increases with height or in which
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the temperature lapse rate is less than the dry adiabatic lapse rate
is considered a stable layer. Such a layer could be surface-based
or elevated. The top of the CBL is often defined as the base of
an elevated stable layer. This criterion is used as the working
definition in many of the examples provided in this paper. It
should be recognized however, that other definitions exist that
are using either air pollution (Maughan et al., 1982; Baxter, 1991;
Myrick et al., 1994; Seibert et al., 2000) or turbulence parameters
(Holzworth, 1972; Norton and Hoidale, 1976; Deardorff et al.,
1980; Cai and Steyn, 1993; Vogelezang and Holtslag, 1996;
Beyrich, 1997; Adler and Kalthoff, 2014; Dai et al., 2014) to
indicate the CBL top. For example, Seibert et al. (2000) define the
CBL top as “the height of the layer adjacent to the ground over
which pollutants or any constituents emitted within this layer
or entrained into it become vertically dispersed by convection
or mechanical turbulence within a time scale of about an hour.”
They note that this definition corresponds to the top of the
entrainment zone; a zone at the top of the CBL that is not
well-mixed and where turbulence intensity weakens. In their
definition, the CBL top is therefore not necessarily located at the
base of an elevated stable layer.
Conventionally, CBL heights have been determined most
frequently from vertical temperature profiles. In recent years, the
development and availability of remote sensors such as sodars
(sound detection and ranging) and lidars (light detection and
ranging) have provided alternatives to this conventional method
and have enabled the documentation of the daily variation of the
CBL height at large temporal and spatial resolution. Sodars detect
temperature fluctuations (turbulence), winds, and wind shear,
while lidars detect vertical aerosol distribution. Particularly,
downward looking airborne lidars have proven useful for the
investigation of the spatial variability of CBL heights (e.g., Melfi
et al., 1985; Kiemle et al., 1995; Hayden et al., 1997; Hägeli
et al., 2000; De Wekker et al., 2004). An elevated maximum
in the return signal from sodar emitted acoustic waves is
caused by sharp vertical changes in turbulence and temperature
stratification and usually indicates the height of the CBL top. The
CBL top is also characterized by a vertical gradient in aerosol
concentrations that can be determined by a sharp change in
the range corrected return signal from lidar emitted laser pulses
(Figure 2). An overview of the determination of CBL heights
from remote sensing is given by Emeis et al. (2008). Several
studies over flat terrain have shown a good correspondence
between estimates of the CBL height from lidar and temperature
profiles (Coulter, 1979; Van Pul et al., 1994; Marsik et al., 1995;
Hayden et al., 1997; Hennemuth and Lammert, 2006) with
maximum differences on the order of a few hundred meters in
deep afternoon CBLs. Figure 2 provides a visual summary of
the various methods discussed above to estimate the CBL top
over flat and homogeneous terrain. Over mountainous terrain,
several issues arise with the comparability of the variousmethods.
For example, presence of upper-level turbulence induced by
thermally driven flows can make the turbulence-based methods
impractical or inapplicable (De Wekker, 2008; Catalano and
Moeng, 2010). Also, mountain venting processes can cause
aerosols and humidity to be transported above the CBL top (De
Wekker et al., 2004; Steyn et al., 2013; Adler and Kalthoff, 2014).
We will further discuss these processes and the implications for
determining CBL heights over mountainous terrain in Section
“Vertical Transport and Mixing Between the CBL and the Free
Troposphere”.
We are making a distinction between CBL depth and CBL
height. In applications where the volume of air in which e.g.,
pollutants are mixed is considered, or for scaling arguments, it is
important to use CBL depth zi (or thickness) which is the height
of the CBL top above ground level (AGL). On the other hand, for
FIGURE 2 | Idealized vertical structure of the lower troposphere under daytime convective conditions over flat and homogeneous terrain, subdivided
into the surface layer (SL), the mixed layer (ML), the entrainment zone (EZ), and the free troposphere (FT). The vertical profiles represent wind velocity u(z),
specific humidity q(z), potential temperature θ(z), air pollutant concentration c(z), vertical turbulent sensible heat flux H(z), standard deviation of turbulent vertical
velocity fluctuations σw(z), and backscatter signal intensities BS(z) from a sodar and BL (z) from a lidar. zs is the terrain height while zi and zh are the depth and the
height of the CBL, respectively.
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investigating the extent to which the CBL follows the terrain, it
is appropriate to use the CBL height zh, which is the height of
the CBL top above mean sea level (MSL). If the terrain elevation
zs is known, CBL height and CBL depth can be easily converted
(Figure 2).
CBL HEIGHT IN MOUNTAINOUS TERRAIN
While the focus of this review is on the thermal structure
of the CBL in mountainous terrain, the accompanying flow
structure is of critical importance for the investigation of CBL
heights. Flows that interact with CBL heights over hilly and
mountainous terrain are often thermally driven and occur at
a wide range of spatial and temporal scales (Whiteman, 1990;
Zardi and Whiteman, 2013). Diurnal winds in valleys generally
blow up the valley during daytime and down the valley during
nighttime, termed upvalley and downvalley flows, respectively.
Similarly, flows blowing up the slope during daytime and down
the slope during nighttime are termed upslope and downslope
flows, respectively. Large-scale thermally driven wind systems
in mountainous areas are also known as mountain-plain wind
systems and have been given various names for basin and
plateau topographies. The mountain-plain wind system with
near surface winds directed from a plain toward a plateau has
been called a plain-to-plateau wind (Mannouji, 1982). Similarly,
a mountain-plain wind system carrying air from the plains
over a mountain range into a basin has been called a plain-
to-basin wind (Kimura and Kuwagata, 1993). The importance
of these thermally driven wind systems for CBL heights over
mountainous terrain will be demonstrated throughout the next
sections that consecutively discuss CBL heights over slopes,
valleys, basins and plateaus, and entire mountain ranges. Many
of the reviewed observational studies that have contributed to
recent understanding of CBL heights in mountainous terrain
did not employ vertical soundings of turbulence parameters.
Conceptual diagrams of CBL top behavior shown for these terrain
settings therefore use the base of the elevated stable layer (or
‘capping inversion’) as commonly available criterion for CBL
height detection.
Slope CBL
In the spectrum of atmospheres present over mountainous
terrain, the slope atmosphere constitutes the smallest spatial
scales (Figure 1). However, many of the CBL structures observed
over mountainous terrain originate in the slope CBL which
therefore, deserves much attention. The most striking feature
of the CBL over slopes during daytime fair weather conditions
is the development of thermally induced upslope winds. These
upslope flows interact with turbulent convection and affect CBL
heights, not only over slope locations but also over adjacent plain,
valley, basin, plateau, and ridge locations. The importance of
the slope atmosphere in affecting other parts of the mountain
atmosphere makes the slope CBL an appropriate starting point
in this review paper. To this end, we consider an idealized time-
height cross section of the various wind systems at a particular
location over a slope on a fair weather day (Figure 3). Vertical
potential temperature profiles at selected times of the day are
FIGURE 3 | Diurnal boundary layer structure over a slope.
Upper panel: time-height section of airflow regimes over a slope during fair
weather conditions. hr and hft are the height of surrounding ridges and the
base height of the free troposphere, respectively. Ticks on the time axis
indicate midnight (MN), sunrise (SR), noon (NN), and sunset (SS). Lower
panel: vertical profiles of potential temperature θ(z) over the slope at selected
times t1 to t6 marked in the upper panel by small arrows.
also shown to illustrate boundary layer structure evolution. Note
that these profiles are idealized, with, for example, the presence
of an elevated stable layer at ridge height limiting slope CBL
growth to greater heights. Just before sunrise, the near surface
airflow over slopes is typically down-valley (in draining valleys),
but stagnant conditions could also occur (in pooling valleys
or enclosed basins). Downslope flows typically become weaker
during the course of the night and are often imperceptible just
before sunrise (e.g., Whiteman, 1990). The importance of these
nighttime downslope winds for daytime CBL development arises
because of the associated overnight accumulation of cold air in
valleys and basins. The strong stability in these cold air pools
leads to rather slow CBL growth rates over valley and basin
floors and lower sidewalls after sunrise. In contrast, only shallow
and weak inversions are usually found over upper slopes and
mountain tops at sunrise, since most of the cold air forming
during the night drained to lower terrain. In Figure 3, we assume
that toward the end of the night (t1 in Figure 3) the surface based
inversion over the valley center or the adjacent plain exceeds the
height of the slope location. If the valley inversion top were below
the slope location, downslope winds would still be present at the
surface and the average stability up to the ridge height hr would
be much smaller.
After sunrise an upslope wind layer develops over insolated
slopes with a return circulation toward the valley center aloft
(t2 in Figure 3). After erosion of the nocturnal valley inversion
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layer, up-valley winds or other regional wind systems become
dominant in the neutrally or weakly stably stratified layer
between the upslope wind layer and ridge top. For the common
situation with a stably stratified ambient atmosphere, upslope
wind conditions are associated with an along-slope gradient
in potential temperature in the slope wind layer. The upslope
winds are therefore characterized by cold air advection which
often leads to the phenomenon of undercutting (Kossmann
et al., 1998), also known from cold air advection associated with
other thermally induced wind systems such as sea breezes (e.g.,
Blumenthal et al., 1978; McElroy and Smith, 1991; Lu and Turco,
1994). The cold air advection counteracts heating due to the
turbulent and radiative heat flux convergences over the slopes.
This negative feedback mechanism limits the intensity of the
daytime slope wind circulation (Prandtl, 1942) and represents
a possible reason for non-stationary upslope flow behavior
(Vergeiner and Dreiseitl, 1987; Hunt et al., 2003; Bastin and
Drobinski, 2005). The along-slope advection of cold air (t3 in
Figure 3) leads to the formation of a stable layer near the top of
the slope wind layer (Kossmann et al., 1998). Consequently, the
CBL depth over slopes often coincides with the depth of the slope
wind layer (e.g., Segal et al., 1987; Ye et al., 1987; Kuwagata and
Kondo, 1989), similar to how the internal boundary layer depth
in coastal areas coincides with the depth of the sea-breeze layer
(Johnson and O’Brien, 1973; Mizzi and Pielke, 1984; Physick
et al., 1989). Non-stationary upslope flows, in their turn, result
in highly variable CBL depths over slopes, with the possible
occurrence of sudden jumps to higher or lower values (Kossmann
et al., 1998).
During the course of the afternoon, slope flows become
less well-defined and are often overpowered by the up-valley
or regional winds due to downward turbulent momentum
transfer (t4 in Figure 3). Vigorous mixing induced by thermals
originating at the surface can also make horizontal temperature
gradients and resulting advective transport less important than
turbulence-induced convective transport. This convectivemixing
results in a deepening of the CBL over the slopes similar to flat
terrain.
After sunset, surface cooling leads to the formation of
downslope winds in the developing surface inversion layer, while
up-valley and/or regional winds still prevail aloft in a residual
layer (t5 in Figure 3). Later, up-valley winds will cease and may
be replaced by down-valley winds (t6 in Figure 3). The mountain
atmosphere above ridge height is characterized by the presence
of a large scale, diurnally reversing mountain-plain wind system
which is often masked by strong synoptic flows and therefore
may be too weak to be observed. In the presence of significant
heating of the elevated terrain, the atmosphere at ridge top height
becomes destabilized during the day (t4–t6 in Figure 3) as was
already observed by Ekhart (1948).
Observations and models have shown many different
scenarios for the behavior of thermal and dynamical structures
over sloping surfaces (Figure 4). The classical daytime slope flow
regime in valleys by Wagner (1932) is shown in Figure 4A,
where the upslope flows detach from the slope without preference
to any particular along-slope location. This leads to a more
or less continuous detrainment from the slope flow layer and
FIGURE 4 | Conceptual models of slope wind circulation and CBL
structure over a slope on a fair weather day. The green box in (G) on the
lower left shows the location of the depicted cross section over a slope facing
a valley or a plain. Thin solid and dashed lines represent isentropes and the top
of the turbulent CBL, respectively. Solid and dashed arrows indicate the airflow
and the compensating subsidence over the valley center or over the plain. (A)
Slope wind circulation with homogeneously stratified atmosphere over the
valley center or plain. (B) Two staggered slope wind circulations separated by
a strongly stratified layer. (C) Slope wind circulation limited to lower slope due
to strongly stratified layer aloft. (D) Slope wind venting into neutrally stratified
layer aloft. (E) Recirculation of slope winds within the turbulent CBL. (F) Jump
in CBL depth due to erosion of the inversion above the upslope wind layer and
a deep neutrally stratified layer aloft.
compensating subsidence over the valley center. This conceptual
model was extended by Vergeiner (1982). Based on energetic
considerations he concluded that upslope winds prefer to
detach from the slope at elevations where particularly strong
inversions are present in the valley atmosphere (Figure 4B).
This process favors the existence of two or more stacked slope
wind circulations and associated entrainment and detrainment
to and from the slope wind layer. A recent modeling study
by Wagner et al. (2014) showed that in deeper valleys, stacked
slope wind circulations are more likely to occur. Furthermore,
in laboratory experiments, Princevac and Fernando (2008) show
that the upslope flow is forced to detach from the slope as the
flow approaches an extremely strong inversion (Figure 4C). In
a conceptual model of valley inversion breakup by Whiteman
(1982), the upslope winds vent into a neutral or weakly stratified
layer above the valley inversion built up during the previous
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night (Figure 4D). This means that slope flow detachment in
this conceptual model occurs at elevations above the (subsiding)
valley inversion. Reuten et al. (2005) provide observational
evidence that scenarios where the return circulation penetrates
into the inversion capping the upslope wind layer, might be
typical only for cases with shallow CBLs in the valley or over
the adjacent plain. Later in the day, when the CBL in the
valley or over the plain exceeds a critical height (about half the
height of the nearby ridges), the return circulation occurs within
the turbulent valley/slope CBL (Figure 4E). In these situations,
turbulent vertical momentum transfer within the CBL mixes the
upslope wind layer with the return circulation aloft, possibly
weakening or destroying the organized slope wind circulation.
An upslope flow re-circulation contained within the CBL has
also been found in numerical model simulations (e.g., Demko
and Geerts, 2010). Another type of CBL behavior observed over
a slope is described by Kossmann et al. (1998) for cases with a
terrain following CBL top or residual layer top (Figure 4F). In
such situations with near- neutral stratification above the slope
flow layer, any weakening of the along-slope cold air advection
due to disturbances in the upslope flow can lead to turbulent
erosion of the inversion above the slope wind layer. This results
in a sudden increase of CBL height from the top of the slope wind
layer to the top of the near-neutral layer. Re-intensification of
the upslope winds might then re-establish an inversion above the
slope wind layer due to undercutting. During the course of the
day, these mechanisms can lead to significant oscillations in CBL
depth above slopes and in the associated vertical convergence
of turbulent sensible heat fluxes (Kossmann et al., 1998). In
summary, a wide range of different slope flow regimes exists that
interact in various ways with the CBL height. Investigation of
these interactions and the relevant processes is difficult, due in
large part to the presence of ambient synoptically-driven flows
which mask the weak return flows.
The characteristics of the upslope flow circulation have strong
implications for the dispersion of air pollutants. Return flows
within the turbulent CBL cause trapping of pollutants within the
valley (Reuten et al., 2005). On the other hand, air pollutants
transported by return circulations above the turbulent CBL can
be re-entrained into the valley CBL due to subsidence over the
valley (Whiteman and McKee, 1978), or vented into the free
troposphere (see Section “Summary and Directions for Future
Research”). Subsidence induced by the return flow can also result
in a decrease of the CBL depth near a mountain base (Section
“Mountain Range CBL”) and affects CBL development in valleys
as illustrated in the next section.
Valley CBL
CBL evolution can be notably different from valley to valley
depending on the relative importance of surface heating,
subsidence, and other processes in valley atmospheres. A
schematic illustration of vertical potential temperature profiles at
four consecutive times (t0–t3) observed over valley floors under a
variety of conditions is shown in Figure 5. Note that these profiles
FIGURE 5 | Conceptual models of CBL development in the center of a valley. The location of the idealized vertical profiles of potential temperature θ(z) at times
t0–t3 is shown by the green dot in (A). (B–D) in the top row show three basic types of CBL development, while (E–H) in the bottom row show four combinations
(mixed types) of the three basic types. The main direction of heat supply and erosion of the valley inversion for the three basic types are illustrated by numbered arrows
in (A): arrow 1: turbulent heat flux from the valley floor (type 1); arrow 2: subsiding valley inversion (type 2); and arrow 3: heating from valley side walls by slope wind
recirculation (type 3). The dashed line at t3 indicates that a well-mixed potential temperature profile throughout the entire valley atmosphere does not necessarily occur.
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are idealized with the assumption that nighttime cooling takes
place up to ridge height while a neutrally stratified layer capped
by an inversion is present above the valley atmosphere. Three
basic patterns of CBL development in valleys have been observed
in which the patterns are dominated by either surface heating
(type 1, Figure 5B), subsidence heating (type 2; Figure 5C), or
horizontal heat transfer from the heated slope surface (type 3;
Figure 5D). The first two patterns are based on simultaneous
observations of the wind- and temperature structure in various
deep Colorado valleys primarily during the morning transition
period (Whiteman, 1982; Whiteman and McKee, 1982). In type
1, CBL growth is similar to that over flat terrain while in type
2 the CBL height remains at a rather constant level until the
top of the early morning temperature inversion descends to
the top of the underlying CBL. The rate of subsidence of the
temperature inversion over the valley center is determined by the
rate of withdrawal of air mass from the valley by upslope flows
(e.g., as indicated in Figure 4D). The subsiding valley inversion
contributes locally to the heating of the valley atmosphere
(Brehm and Freytag, 1982; Whiteman, 1982; Kuwagata and
Kimura, 1995) and thus has an important impact on valley CBL
evolution. Type 2 typically occurs in valleys during winter time
or in situations with small surface sensible heat fluxes at the
valley floor when the stability in the valley atmosphere remains
weakly stable throughout the day. Many of the valleys studied
by Whiteman (1982) showed a CBL evolution that resembled a
combination of the type 1 and type 2 patterns.
Upslope flows play a different role in the daytime heating of
the boundary layer over valleys compared to the heating of the
slope atmosphere. While upslope flows indirectly enhance local
heating of the atmosphere in the valley center by subsidence,
these flows also counteract daytime heating over slopes as a
result of along-slope cold air advection (see previous section).
However, both cold air advection and subsidence heating tend
to counteract CBL growth. Type 3 (Figure 5D) illustrates a
situation with surface heating but without subsidence. This
pattern without a deep CBL reaching ridge height is often
observed in Alpine valleys (e.g., Freytag, 1985; Furger et al.,
2000; Rotach et al., 2004) and valleys in the Andes mountains
(Kalthoff et al., 2002; Khodayar et al., 2008). Note that a well-
mixed potential temperature profile throughout the entire valley
atmosphere, as indicated by the dashed lines at t3 in Figure 5,
does not necessarily occur, especially if surface heating is weak.
The absence of well-mixed potential temperature profiles in the
valley atmosphere has been attributed to heat transfer from the
valley sidewall surfaces to the valley atmosphere (De Wekker,
2002; Serafin and Zardi, 2010a) and to strong along-valley
advection of cold air, due to e.g., a lake or coast near the valley
entrance (Bischoff-Gauss et al., 2008; Khodayar et al., 2008;
Laiti et al., 2014). Model simulations by Wagner et al. (2014,
2015) show that, compared to wide reference valleys, daytime
along-valley cold air advection is stronger for deeper valleys,
for valleys narrowing in the up-valley direction, and for valleys
with a strongly inclined valley floor. During the calm period
in the morning transition phase between the erosion of down-
valley winds in the remaining elevated valley inversion and the
onset of up-valley winds (with associated cold air advection), a
relatively deep valley CBL can develop for a short period of time
(Eigenmann et al., 2009).
Horizontal transport and mixing processes away from the
slope surface were already hypothesized by Wagner (1932) and
evidence of these processes can be seen, for example, in recent
observations and simulations of aerosol transport in the Inn
Valley (Gohm et al., 2009; Lehner and Gohm, 2010). Horizontal
heat transfer from the slope to the valley center can weaken or
strengthen stability in the valley inversion, depending on the
along-slope variations of the slope wind re-circulation intensity,
of the heat supply provided by valley sidewall heating, and of the
valley air volume with height (De Wekker et al., 2005; Schmidli,
2013). Observations and model results indicate that the amount
of sensible heat available for heating the slope boundary layer
generally increases with elevation up to the snow line (Brehm,
1986; Mannstein, 1989; Wenzel et al., 1997; De Wekker et al.,
1998; Noppel and Fiedler, 2002) which can be attributed to
decreasing soil moisture availability with elevation. Although
the diabatic heating from the slopes increases with elevation,
the volume of air to be heated in a horizontal layer of the
valley atmosphere also increases with elevation. This volume
or topographic amplification factor (TAF) effect depends on
the area height distribution of the valley sidewalls (Steinacker,
1984; Müller and Whiteman, 1988; Liechti and Neininger, 1994)
and can contribute to a decreasing heating rate with increasing
elevation in the valley atmosphere. Recent model studies
confirm the influence of the volume effect, but also find that the
magnitude of the heating rate of the valley atmosphere strongly
depends on along-valley cold air advection and slope wind
induced export of heat from the valley to heights above ridge
level (Schmidli and Rotunno, 2010; Schmidli, 2013; Leukauf
et al., 2015).
Type 1 CBL development in valleys is characterized by
a steady growth in CBL depth during erosion of the valley
inversion, while types 2 and 3 exhibit a slow growth in the initial
phase, followed by a sudden increase in CBL depth at the time
when erosion of the inversion is completed (t3 in Figure 5). In
many cases however, the three basic processes described above
act simultaneously and over a range of spatial and temporal
scales which can lead to any of the other patterns sketched in
Figures 5E–H. In the absence of surface heat flux observations
and multiple soundings in time and/or space, it is difficult to
isolate the underlying processes of importance in a certain
situation. The actual time from t0 to t3 in Figure 5 can be highly
variably as well, depending on the atmospheric situation, valley
surface characteristics, and season. In dry and broad valleys,
t3 in type 1 may be reached in a couple of hours while in deep
valleys with abundance of vegetation and moisture, the vertical
temperature structure may remain relatively stationary with a
change from t0 to t1 that takes most of the day.
In contrast to the temporal evolution of CBLs in valleys,
the spatial structure of CBL height and the associated wind
and temperature fields along and across a valley have not been
given much attention. In many studies, such as those where
mass budgets are calculated, it is assumed that temperature- and
wind structure is horizontally homogeneous across the valley
and that the along-valley atmospheric structure is simple, with
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monotonically increasing/decreasing or constant flows along
the valley (Freytag, 1987). Hewson and Gill (1944) presented
temperature data on a cross section of the Columbia Valley
near Trail, BC. Their aircraft observations showed that cross-
valley differences in temperature of about 3–4◦C can occur on
a constant height surface due to unequal heating of the slopes.
Similar observations were made by Hennemuth (1985) in a
deep Swiss valley. Depending on the orientation of the valley,
an asymmetric removal of temperature inversions in a high
mountain valley can occur as observed by Kelly (1988). One
would expect non-horizontal CBL heights across the valley in
these situations (Figure 6A).
Along-valley CBL height structure is affected by areas
of horizontal flow divergence or convergence and resulting
compensating vertical motions along the valley. Freytag (1987)
concluded from valley air mass budgets that compensating lifting
and subsidence are strongest at the valley head and the valley
mouth, respectively. Bianco et al. (2011) indeed found deeper
valley CBLs near the valley head associated with deceleration
of the thermally driven up-valley winds (Figure 6B). They
hypothesized that these deeper CBLs were caused by lifting due
to the convergence in the horizontal wind field in the valley, as
was already observed by Freytag (1987). Similarly, compensating
subsidence as a result of divergence at the valleymouth represents
a mechanism for shallower CBLs at the valley mouth than at
the valley head. Model simulations by Rampanelli et al. (2004)
show that CBLs can be significantly deeper over the plain than
in the valley where along-valley cold air advection counteracts
CBL growth (Figure 6B). Spatial variability in cold air advection
and varying heating rates along the valley as a result of the
complex flow pattern also cause irregularities in CBL heights
along the valley (De Wekker, 2002; Weigel et al., 2006). In
other situations however, observed afternoon CBL heights are
horizontally homogeneous along and across the valley despite the
presence of complex and asymmetric flow patterns (Kuwagata
and Kimura, 1995, 1997; De Wekker et al., 2005).
FIGURE 6 | Vertical cross sections of thermal wind circulation and CBL structure in a valley for (A) a cross valley section during the morning transition
and (B) an along valley section around noon or mid-afternoon. The solid black line indicates CBL depth zi. Thin solid vectors indicate airflow components in the
cross section direction. Red solid lines indicate vertical profiles of potential temperature θ(z). The dashed line in (A) indicates a sun ray which separates the sunny and
shaded parts of the valley. Green lines in (B) indicate vertical profiles of the horizontal along-valley wind component with the horizontal black vectors depicting the
direction of the flow. Curved black vectors and vertically pointing white arrows indicate subsidence or lifting at the CBL top caused by horizontal divergence or
convergence of the along-valley airflow.
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Not only thermally driven flows but also dynamically driven
flows can have an effect on CBL heights in a valley. For example
accelerating/decelerating flows related to the varying intensity of
channeled synoptic winds along a valley may be associated with
decreasing/increasing CBL heights in along-valley direction due
to effects of air mass conservation (Frank, 1997). In valleys with
a curved valley axis, flows can cause asymmetric CBL heights
across the valley (Weigel and Rotach, 2004). Also, channeling
effects in these curved valleys can induce along-valley confluence
or diﬄuence with along-valley differences in vertical motions
that can enhance or suppress CBL growth (Kossmann and
Sturman, 2003). Mountain waves traveling across the valley can
also modulate the CBL height in valleys (Worthington, 2002).
Basin and Plateau CBLs
Basins and plateaus are common land forms in many parts of
the world, influencing atmospheric motions that extend in scale
from the local scale to thousands of kilometers. CBL development
shows some degree of similarity in basins, valleys and over
plateaus. The similarity with plateaus holds in particular for
basins with an elevated basin floor and justifies a simultaneous
discussion of basin and plateau CBLs.
Basins are concave land forms that, in contrast to valleys, are
characterized by no or only a small number of low lying exits
to surrounding terrain. Hence, upvalley flows are suppressed
or non-existent in basins. The distinction between basins and
valleys, however, can be somewhat arbitrary and there are basins
where the low lying exits appear as side valleys where up and
down valley flows are observed.
Any of the valley CBL development patterns (Figure 5) can
also occur in basin atmospheres. In the absence of nighttime
downvalley flows however, the earlymorning stability of the near-
surface air layer in basins may be enhanced compared to valleys.
Cold air drainage from the surrounding slopes accumulates and
stagnates in the basin (Wolyn andMcKee, 1989; Whiteman et al.,
2001). These cold air pools can delay CBL growth in basins
compared to valleys. During daytime, the basin atmosphere
warms up more than the surrounding plains due to the TAF
effect. This basin warming can promote a plain-to-basin flow
in the afternoon which crosses the mountain ridges and saddles
surrounding the basin (Kimura and Kuwagata, 1993; Doran and
Zhong, 1994; DeWekker et al., 1998; Regmi et al., 2003). The cold
air advection associated with these thermally driven flows can
have a large impact on the heat balance of the basin’s atmosphere
(Whiteman et al., 2000; Kossmann et al., 2002) and has been
hypothesized to reduce or level off CBL growth in the afternoon
(Muñoz and Undurraga, 2010). Especially in situations when
basin CBLs are deep and extend above the surrounding ridges
(Figure 7A), a sudden reduction in CBL height on the basin-side
slope can occur after the onset of the plain-to-basin wind in the
late afternoon (Figure 7B). The air quality in large cities that are
situated in basin-like environments may be affected considerably
by the plain-to-basin winds and their effect on thermal structure
and CBL heights (Fast and Zhong, 1998; Kitada and Regmi, 2003;
de Foy et al., 2005, 2006; Panday et al., 2009).
While plain-to-basin winds can potentially affect CBL heights
in basins, CBL heights themselves could play a role in
the initiation of these winds. Kimura and Kuwagata (1993)
concluded from their observations and numerical modeling that
plain-to-basin winds do not occur when the CBL height over
the plains is lower than the mountain height. In contrast, De
Wekker et al. (1998) showed that the CBL over the plains does not
necessarily have to grow above the mountain height to generate
plain-to-basin winds. The ratio of the CBL height over the plains
to the mountain height may affect the plain-to-basin wind by
modifying the horizontal temperature gradient above mountain
height, but this ratio is not a critical factor for the development of
the plain-to-basin wind. Even if the CBL height over the plains is
lower than the mountain height, air can still be transported from
the plains to the basin atmosphere.
The processes described above occur for basins with floors
ranging in height between the surrounding plains height and the
height of the surrounding ridges. As the basin floor becomes
more elevated compared to the surrounding plains height, the
elevated heating source (Hafner et al., 1987; Kuwagata and
Sumioka, 1991) increases the horizontal temperature gradient
between the plains and the basin, and plain-to-basin winds are
expected to occur earlier. For basins, upslope winds over the
inner slopes of the basin sidewalls counteract the regional-scale
plain-to-basin winds (Figure 7A). With increasing basin floor
height, the topography approaches that of a plateau and the plain-
to-basin wind becomes a plain-to-plateau wind. It is sometimes
difficult to distinguish between elevated basins and plateaus.
While some geographical regions are denoted as “plateau” they
should probably be classified meteorologically as elevated broad
valleys or basins. Studies such as those by Yang et al. (2004)
over the Tibetan Plateau in Asia or by Egger et al. (2005) over
the Altiplano of South America may therefore not necessarily be
representative of “pure” plateau CBLs. On the other hand, the
Mexico “basin” may be classified meteorologically as an elevated
basin or even as a plateau (Bossert, 1997; Whiteman et al., 2000).
Surface heating over plateaus is able to generate a relatively
uniform CBL that extends over the elevated flat terrain. An
observational study by Chen et al. (2013) confirms the occurrence
of particularly deep CBLs over a large and high plateau (the
Tibetan Plateau). For a distinct plateau CBL to develop, the
horizontal scale of the plateau needs to be much larger than
the typical CBL height. Plateau-like topographic features such as
mesas and buttes may be too small to form their own CBLs as
expected for large plateaus.
While observational studies of CBL development over well-
defined plateaus are sparse, several numerical model studies
have investigated the daytime evolution of CBLs over idealized
plateaus (Mannouji, 1982; Gaertner et al., 1993; Bossert and
Cotton, 1994; Zängl and Gonzalez Chico, 2006; Zawar-Reza and
Sturman, 2006). These studies show that plateau CBLs often
develop to a significantly greater depth than over the surrounding
plains. Deep CBLs over plateaus represent an elevated heat source
and are promoted by various effects such as the lower air density
at higher elevations (higher heating rate of the air for a given heat
flux convergence); weaker initial temperature stratification in the
morning (cold air drains along the slopes away from the plateau
surface toward the adjacent plains); meso-scale lifting caused by
flow convergence of upslope winds developing over the slopes
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FIGURE 7 | CBL evolution in the afternoon over a mountain basin (A,B) and over a plateau (C,D). Airflow and vertical profiles of potential temperature θ are
shown by arrows and red lines, respectively. The intrusion of cold air in the late afternoon leads to shallower CBLs over both basins and plateaus.
around the plateau; and sparse vegetation on high plateaus (high
Bowen ratio).
The daytime evolution of plateau CBLs and the formation of
a plain-to-plateau circulation are associated with the formation
of a heat low over the plateau. The interaction of the heat low
and the plateau-induced thermal circulation is important for the
development of moist convection and strongly influences the
onset of the summer monsoon over the Tibetan Plateau (Yanai
et al., 1992). Model results by Zängl and Gonzalez Chico (2006)
suggest that, despite the strong pressure gradients related to
the presence of the heat low over the plateau, upslope winds
entering the plateau (“inflow”) only slowly propagate over the
plateau (Figure 7C). During daytime, the organized structure of
the upslope winds arriving on the plateau may be destroyed by
strong turbulence over the plateaus, causing no or very slow
propagation of the inflow. The combination of greater CBL
depths and the higher terrain elevation over plateaus leads to
strong horizontal temperature gradients and spatial variability
in CBL height between the plateau and the surrounding plains
(Figure 7C). The CBL height variability depends on factors such
as the CBL height over the plains relative to plateau height, and
the strength of the upslope flows and the plain-plateau circulation
(Zängl and Gonzalez Chico, 2006). In the late afternoon when
turbulent boundary layer convection weakens, the upslope winds
turn into a density current which quickly propagates over the
plateau (Figure 7D) and possibly collides with density currents
generated at the opposing end of the plateau. Similar transitions
from thermally driven winds under convective conditions to
density currents in the nocturnal stable boundary layer have been
observed in other topographic settings (Taylor et al., 2005).
Mountain Range CBL
While attempts have been made to describe the CBL height
over valleys, slopes, basins, and plateaus individually, many
observations show the integrative effect of the various processes
responsible for the CBL height over any of these landscape
features. The resulting CBL behavior over a mountain range can
vary considerably in space and time. An intriguing question that
is difficult to answer relates to the extent to which the CBL height
follows the terrain. This question is important, for example, for
air pollution transport over mountain ridges and for designing
research aircraft flight strategies where mean and turbulence
measurements are needed within the CBL.
A conceptual model based on observations of diurnal CBL
behavior over an extended mountainous area with multiple
ridges and valleys is shown in Figure 8. In the night and early
morning before sunrise, cold air accumulates in the valleys
resulting in an atmospheric stability in the valleys that is larger
than over the mountain ridges (Figure 8A). After sunrise, the
larger stability in the valleys leads to a slower growth of the CBL in
the valleys than over the mountain ridges (Figure 8B). After the
valley inversion breaks up, the CBL develops faster in the valleys
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FIGURE 8 | Conceptual model of the CBL development over mountainous terrain on a fair weather day (A) before sunrise, (B) in the early morning, (C)
at noon, and (D) in the late afternoon. Dark blue shading indicates strongly stable stratification in nocturnal cold air pools. Arrows indicate thermal circulation and
turbulent mixing. The dashed lines indicate the top of the turbulent CBL. Vertical profiles of potential temperature θ are shown in red at several locations along the
cross section (after Fiedler et al., 1987).
than over the mountain ridges. Thus, in the early afternoon, the
CBL top more or less follows the underlying terrain (Figure 8C).
If the CBL in the valleys keeps growing faster there than over
the mountain ridges, the top of the CBL eventually becomes
level (Figure 8D). Under certain conditions, (almost) terrain
following CBL tops as in Figure 8C will be the final status of CBL
development before the onset of the evening transition with its
stable boundary layer formation. The development of level CBL
tops as in Figure 8D is more likely on long summer days with
weak early morning stratification, and strong surface heating.
Studies that have alluded to the question of terrain-following
vs. level CBL heights found the general pattern of CBL behavior
described above from theoretical and numerical investigations
(Stull, 1992; Walko et al., 1992; De Wekker et al., 1997;
Gopalakrishnan et al., 2000; De Wekker, 2002; Tian and Parker,
2002; Tian et al., 2003; Catalano and Moeng, 2010) and from
observations (Lenschow et al., 1979; Banta, 1982, 1984; Fiedler
et al., 1987; Dayan et al., 1988; De Wekker, 1995; Binder, 1997;
Kalthoff et al., 1998; Kossmann et al., 1998). In the observational
studies, CBL heights were derived mostly from in-situ aircraft
and radiosonde measurements during intensive measurement
campaigns. Climatological analyses using radiosonde data have
also been performed (Dayan et al., 1988; Liu and Liang, 2010) and
show a variety of CBL height behaviors, from terrain-following to
more level CBL heights.
While the studies mentioned above used vertical profiles
of thermodynamic variables to determine CBL heights, other
studies have used airborne backscatter lidar to derive information
on CBL height variability over mountain ranges. From these
lidar observations, Nyeki et al. (2000) and De Wekker et al.
(2004) concluded that aerosol layer (AL) heights did not follow
the underlying topography. However, while AL heights were
initially equated with CBL heights, numerical simulations by De
Wekker et al. (2004) showed large differences between CBL and
AL heights over a large region in the Swiss Alps. In contrast
to AL heights, CBL heights tended to follow the terrain but
differences between AL and CBL heights became smaller in
the course of the day. Differences in AL and CBL heights
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have been explained by the presence of orographically induced
transport and mixing processes between the turbulent CBL and
the overlying atmosphere which will be discussed in the next
Section.
Closely related to the question of terrain-following vs. level
CBL heights is how the CBL evolves over individual mountain
tops and ridges and their direct surroundings. Various advective
effects illustrated in Figure 9 are known to influence CBL heights
in these terrain locations. As was pointed out in the conceptual
model (Figure 8), a relatively deep CBL can exist over the
mountain top early in the day because cold air forming during
nighttime drains to lower terrain which results in shallower
and weaker surface-based temperature inversions at sunrise over
mountain ridges and peaks than over surrounding valleys or
plains. Such “bulging” CBLs over mountain tops and ridges
have been observed in several field studies that were mostly
performed to investigate dry convection over mountain tops
and ridges preceding moist convection later in the day (e.g.,
Braham and Draginis, 1960; Fosberg, 1967, 1969; Raymond and
Wilkening, 1980, 1982; Demko and Geerts, 2010). Many of these
studies do not explicitly address variability of CBL heights but
from their published data, some information about CBL heights
can be derived. In general, the studies show that the bulging
of the CBL over the highest elevations is caused by heating
of the slopes and ridgetops and a resulting “convection core”.
Lifting generated by upslope winds can enhance this bulging CBL
height behavior (Figure 9A), while background winds forcing the
convective core tomove downwind of isolatedmountain tops can
also cause a wavelike pattern of the CBL height (Fosberg, 1969).
Banta (1982) and Kirshbaum (2011) observed and modeled a lee
side convergence zone induced by upslope flows on the leeside
of the mountains. These convergence zones can result in an
increased spatial variability of CBL height with increased heights
at the convergence zones. While convective cores appear to be
attached to terrain features, Banta (1982) speculated the transient
(non-stationary and short-lived) nature of these increased CBL
heights at the convergence zones. Transient CBL height features
associated with thermal activity over mountains and sinking air
motions adjacent to them, have also been found in the form
of relatively low CBL heights (depressed CBL heights) near
mountain bases (Figure 9B; De Wekker, 2008; Serafin and Zardi,
2010b).
Other observations indicate a CBL over the mountain top that
is thinner than the CBL over adjacent regions, indicating a CBL
that does not follow the terrain but is rather level. Asimakopoulos
et al. (1980, 1994) used data from sodar measurements and
radiosonde measurements on a 1000m high isolated mountain
top location to show that there is minimal or no effect of
the orography on the height of the CBL in some situations
(i.e., a level CBL top) while in other situations the capping
inversion over the mountain top decreases in height. They
argued that during convective conditions with CBL heights
exceeding the mountain height and with moderate wind speeds,
a decrease in CBL height can be explained by a speed-up
of the winds over the mountain top due to the Bernoulli
effect (Figure 9C). Relatively shallow CBLs can also exist over
FIGURE 9 | Schematic illustration of advective effects on CBL structure over mountainous terrain. (A) Lifted CBL top over a ridge due to convergence of
upslope winds, (B) depressed CBL at a mountain base due to subsiding return circulation of a slope wind system, (C) lowered CBL top over a ridge due to Bernoulli
effect, (D) depressed CBL over a ridge due to horizontal advection of a tilted CBL top, and (E) formation of an elevated mixed layer (EML) over a valley due to
horizontal advection of a CBL formed over high windward terrain. The solid and dashed black lines indicate the top of the CBL before and after considering the
advective effect. Arrows illustrate the airflow.
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mountain tops because of the exposure of mountain tops
to cold air advection due to upslope winds and because of
the advection of a capping inversion by the mean horizontal
wind (Figure 9D; Kossmann et al., 1998). Furthermore, shallow
mountain top CBLs are favored by the small terrain surface area
at mountain top height, which is limiting the total surface heat
flux available for CBL growth at the mountain top (De Wekker,
1995).
Over mountain ranges in dry climates such as over the
continental mountainous terrain in western North America,
deep and level afternoon CBLs exceeding 2–3 km in depth
are frequently present (Cramer and Lynott, 1961; Holzworth,
1964; Cramer, 1972; Norton and Hoidale, 1976; Raymond and
Wilkening, 1980). Occasionally, the warm air produced in these
deep CBLs above a mountain range can be advected off the
mountains into the surrounding atmosphere. These advected
CBLs can sometimes be detected over the adjacent plains
(Figure 9E) where they form elevated mixed or residual layers
that can affect air quality (Steinbacher et al., 2004) and the
development of afternoon thunderstorms (Arritt et al., 1992;
Stensrud, 1993).
In summary, a range of spatial CBL top behaviors is observed
which can be organized in four distinct patterns (Figure 10):
bulging CBL heights over mountain tops and ridges and
suppressed CBL growth in valleys, also referred to as hyper
terrain following (Figure 10A), terrain-following (Figure 10B)
and level (Figure 10C) CBL heights, and lower CBL heights over
mountain tops and ridges than over adjacent terrain, also referred
to as contra terrain following (Figure 10D).
General conclusions regarding circumstances under which
different behaviors occur have seldom been made, but factors
such as atmospheric stability, synoptic wind speed, and vertical
and horizontal scales of the orography are found to be important.
A theoretical study on factors determining the spatial behavior
of the CBL top was conducted by Stull (1992). In this study,
an equation for the tendency of the CBL top to become more
horizontal in the course of the day was derived by applying
the mass conservation equation for a CBL over hilly terrain.
Advection, entrainment and friction were found tomake the CBL
follow the terrain while gravitational forces tend to make the top
of the CBL more level. Stull’s theory shows further that deeper
CBLs are less terrain following than shallower ones and that the
mixed layer top is less level over orographical features that have
a larger horizontal extent. These latter implications of the theory
are generally corroborated by the observations mentioned earlier
and were also quantified by Kalthoff et al. (1998) using a scale
analysis.
The role of advection in making the CBL height more or less
terrain following is not entirely clear but its potential importance
is recognized (e.g., Kossmann et al., 1998). Figure 9 showed that
there is a strong interaction between the flows that are responsible
for the horizontal advection and the CBL height. For example,
the shallow CBL depth over a mountain ridge illustrated in
Figure 9D is caused by advective effects and will tend to make
the CBL height more level (De Wekker, 1995; Kossmann et al.,
1998). However, Stull (1992) assumes isentropic flows which
makes the top of the CBL follow the orography more closely with
FIGURE 10 | Schematic illustration of four types of CBL top behavior.
(A) Hyper terrain following, (B) terrain following, (C) level, (D) contra-terrain
following (after Stull, 1992). The solid black line indicates CBL depth zi.
increasing wind speed. Stull’s (1992) theoretical model excludes
effects of thermally driven circulations and therefore is unable
to describe the under-cutting by thermal circulations that was
shown previously (Section “Slope CBL”) to play an important role
in CBL height behavior over slopes.
De Wekker (1995) and Binder (1997) proposed the use of an
effective sensible heat flux for use in growth rate models that
implicitly takes into account the effects of advection, orography
shape and other effects that influence CBL growth over mountain
ridges. Themagnitude of the calculated effective sensible heat flux
that would lead to comparable CBL growth over homogeneous
terrain, was only about 20% of the sensible heat flux observed
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at the surface but the relative contributions of individual effects
were unclear.
Even though several studies have now investigated
meteorological and terrain effects on CBL growth over mountain
ridges, conclusive and general statements are still difficult to
make.
VERTICAL TRANSPORT AND MIXING
BETWEEN THE CBL AND THE FREE
TROPOSPHERE
Understanding vertical transport and mixing of air pollution
between the CBL and the free troposphere (FT) and the effects
of these processes on air quality represent a major application of
the knowledge gained in more basic studies of CBL behavior over
mountainous terrain. Addressing vertical transport andmixing is
also important with respect to the determination of CBL height
by lidar measurements that rely on the presence of air pollution,
or more specifically, aerosols that scatter the radiation emitted by
a laser. Aerosols are only a subset of air pollutants but the physical
transport andmixing processes acting on them are the same as on
other air pollutants.
The diurnal boundary layer cycle over flat terrain has two
ways of vertically transporting air pollutants in the atmosphere—
pollutants are mixed upward by convection through a deepening
CBL during daytime, while pollutants in the residual layer (the
elevated remnant of the previous day’s CBL) are entrained
downward into the growing CBL. It is frequently assumed that
constituents within the CBL are well-mixed and capped by an
inversion. The inversion acts as a lid and limits the transport
of constituents to the atmosphere above. As pointed out in
Section “Definition and Determination of CBL Heights,” these
characteristics are often used to define the top of the CBL. There
is increasing observational support now that pollutants emitted
within the CBL over complex terrain are often transported
upward into atmospheric layers above the CBL. In other words,
they cannot be considered to be confined within the turbulent
CBL. This vertical transport of air pollutants from the CBL to
the free atmosphere often manifests itself as elevated aerosol
layers (e.g., Wakimoto and McElroy, 1986; McKendry et al.,
1997; Tyson and D’Abreton, 1998; Carnuth and Trickl, 2000;
McKendry and Lundgren, 2000; Millan et al., 2002; Nyeki et al.,
2002; Frioud et al., 2003; Emeis et al., 2007) and/or a deepening of
the surface-based aerosol layer, transforming into a residual layer
after sunset (De Wekker et al., 2004; Henne et al., 2004).
Some of the hypothesized mechanisms that transport air
pollutants between the CBL and the FT in mountainous
terrain are summarized in a conceptual diagram in Figure 11.
Rotach et al. (2015) also discusses some of these mechanisms
in some more detail. Figure 11 highlights the generation of
multi-layer temperature and air pollution profiles and also the
close connection of spatial CBL and AL structure with vertical
transport and mixing mechanisms. The dotted line depicts the
AL height which can be considered the maximum vertical extent
of aerosol transport while the dashed line depicts the CBL
height, defined as the base of a capping inversion that limits the
depth of penetrative convection. While AL and CBL heights are
approximately equal over flat terrain, mountainous terrain exerts
a profound influence on aerosol distribution in the atmosphere:
mixing and transport processes are often enhanced compared
to those over flat and horizontally homogeneous terrain and
the equality of AL and CBL heights breaks down. CBL heights
are considerably lower than AL heights, show more spatial
variability, and tend to follow the terrain more than AL heights,
although the extent to which the CBL height follows the terrain
decreases during the day (De Wekker et al., 2004). De Wekker
et al. (2004) pointed out that simultaneous measurements of
FIGURE 11 | Schematic illustration of mountain induced exchange processes between the convective boundary layer and the overlying atmosphere.
E, entrainment; AV, advective venting; MV, mountain venting; and MCV, mountain-cloud venting. Vectors indicate airflow while c(z) and θ(z) indicate vertical profiles of
pollutant concentration and potential temperature, respectively. The dotted and dashed line indicate the top of the aerosol layer (AL) and the CBL, respectively (after
Kossmann et al., 1999; De Wekker, 2002; De Wekker et al., 2004).
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atmospheric temperature structure and AL height are rarely
available and that conclusions about mixing processes and
CBL/AL correspondence are mostly based on modeling results.
If CBL heights follow the terrain and ambient winds or
slope flow re-circulations are quasi-horizontal, advective venting
can occur, a process that has been quantified for case studies
in the Black Forest region in Germany during the TRACT
(Transport of Air pollutants over Complex Terrain) field study
(Kossmann et al., 1999) and for climatological periods over the
Alps (Henne et al., 2005). Transport by slope flows is one of
the mechanisms by which heat and mass can be transported
from the CBL to the FT in mountainous terrain (Wakimoto
and McElroy, 1986; Lu and Turco, 1994; Fast and Zhong, 1998;
Lugauer et al., 1998; Kossmann et al., 1999; Fiedler et al., 2000;
Sasaki et al., 2004; Gohm et al., 2009; Harnisch et al., 2009;
Langford et al., 2010). The slope flow mechanism has been
given several names including “chimney effect” (Lu and Turco,
1994) and mountain venting (Kossmann et al., 1999; De Wekker
et al., 2004; Henne et al., 2005). This effect can be particularly
strong when slope flows converge over a mountain summit or
when there is an additional sea breeze flow in coastal terrain
(McKendry et al., 1997). Compensating lifting and CBL to FT
transport are also triggered by along-valley flow convergence
(Kossmann and Sturman, 2003; Henne et al., 2004; Weigel et al.,
2007), or by terrain-associated convergence zones on the lee sides
of isolated mountains or mountain ranges (Edinger and Helvey,
1961). Regional scale plain-to-mountain winds combine with
these slope and valley flow mechanisms to lead to a transport
of boundary layer air to the FT over the entire mountain range
(Henne et al., 2005; Lang et al., 2015), a mechanism that has been
termed “alpine pumping” (Lugauer and Winkler, 2005). Vertical
transport and mixing by urban heat island–induced circulations
is an additional process that can play an important role in the
venting of pollutants in urbanized valleys (Rendón et al., 2014,
2015).
Mountain cloud venting (MCV) is a particularly effective
CBL-FT exchange process induced by the initiation of moist
convection in hilly and mountainous terrain (Kalthoff et al.,
2013). MCV originates from cloud venting, a process that
has been studied extensively over flat terrain (Ching et al.,
1988; Cotton et al., 1995). During the summer, cumulus
convection occurs almost daily over the mountain ranges of
the interior western United States (e.g., Banta and Schaaf,
1987). Moist convection typically develops in a deep CBL,
capped by a weakly stably layer, and under weak winds. Several
studies have been conducted in the last decade that focus on
convection initiation and associated vertical exchange processes.
These studies include VERTIKATOR (Vertical Exchange and
Orography, Barthlott et al., 2006; Hasel, 2006) and COPS
(Convective and Orographical Induced precipitation Study)
in the Black Forest in southwestern Germany (Kottmeier
et al., 2008; Wulfmeyer et al., 2008), CUPIDO (Cumulus
Photogrammetric, in-situ and Doppler Observations) in the
southwestern US (Damiani et al., 2008; Geerts et al., 2008; Demko
and Geerts, 2010), BLLAST (Boundary-Layer Late Afternoon
and Turbulence) in southern France (Lothon et al., 2014), and
as part of HyMeX (Hydrological cycle in the Mediterranean
eXperiment; Drobinski et al., 2014) on the island of Corsica
(Adler and Kalthoff, 2014). Thermally driven wind systems are
important for the initiation of convective clouds and therefore
of MCV, because slope winds often generate convergence zones
over the mountain ridges, which are therefore favored areas for
the onset of convection (Orville, 1965; Raymond and Wilkening,
1980; Holroyd, 1982; Klitch et al., 1985; Toth and Johnson,
1985; Pielke and Segal, 1986; Tripoli and Cotton, 1989; Tian and
Parker, 2002; Stein, 2004; Barthlott et al., 2006; Kottmeier et al.,
2008). Forecasting of local convection in mountainous terrain
and thus of MCV processes is extremely challenging and relies
on an accurate simulation of CBL growth and structure prior
to moist convection onset. Even numerical weather prediction
models that have sufficient resolution to resolve the thermally
driven circulations have difficulties simulating the surface fluxes
and CBL growth over complex terrain and accurately predicting
the timing and intensity of moist convection (e.g., Trentmann
et al., 2009).
The various venting processes described above and in
Figure 11 are closely related to CBL top levelness illustrated
in Figure 10. Mountain (cloud) venting processes that act
predominantly in the vertical direction would tend to make the
CBL top less level, while advective venting processes can make
the CBL top more level.
SUMMARY AND DIRECTIONS FOR
FUTURE RESEARCH
This review discussed current knowledge of CBL heights
in mountainous terrain. Much progress has been made in
understanding CBL heights from observational, numerical,
theoretical, and laboratory studies. A major barrier to improving
our present understanding arises from the multitude of processes
acting simultaneously over a range of spatial and temporal scales.
These difficulties often hamper a thorough explanation of all
the observed and modeled features of CBLs in mountainous
terrain and cause difficulties in isolating the effect of individual
factors on CBL height. In situ and remote sensing observations
are crucial for advancing our knowledge of boundary layers in
mountainous terrain. Remote sensors such as lidars and sodars
have been very helpful in identifying the multilayered structure
and in continuously observing the spatiotemporal structure of
the mountain atmosphere. These measurements have helped
alleviate the limitations of sporadic radiosonde profiles in a
spatially varying CBL. However, there are also challenges related
to the use of different measured variables for the determination
of CBL height. Thermodynamic measurements have traditionally
been used in CBL height determination based on the importance
of surface based convection in turbulent mixing and transport.
Remote sensing measurements frequently observe the integrated
result of different mixing and transport mechanisms (not limited
to surface based convection) and have added insight but also
complexity to understanding CBL heights over complex terrain
such as those related to advective effects from thermally driven
flows. In particular the use of lidar-derived AL heights as a proxy
for CBL heights always needs to be assessed for individual cases.
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There is observational and numerical evidence that lidar-derived
AL heights frequently exceed CBL heights over mountainous
terrain. This consideration is becoming more important as
an increasing number of ground-based ceilometer and lidar
networks and space-borne lidarmeasurements are used to extract
information about CBL heights at regional and larger scales. To
reduce the level of uncertainty and ambiguity of CBL height
observations, multiple instruments at several strategically chosen
locations across a mountain range with a variety of in-situ and
remote sensors need to be deployed.
From the basic concepts and understanding of the separate
slope, valley, and mountain atmospheres, including basins and
plateaus, we arrived at a general understanding of boundary
layer structure over mountainous terrain. Complex terrain wind
systems and CBL evolution are closely connected. Examples
include the lowering of the CBL top due to subsiding motions
that compensate for upslope flows on the sidewalls and the
undercutting of the CBL due to cold air advection from upslope
and upvalley flows, producing internal boundary layers and
multilayered thermal structures. Boundary layer evolution in
valleys is relatively well-understood compared to the evolution
over slopes, plateaus, and ridges. Several approaches have been
developed to describe the CBL height quantitatively, and in
particular the reduced growth in valley boundary layers in the
morning hours. These models could be extended to situations
with cross-valley flow due to asymmetric heating in the morning,
non-homogeneous conditions in the along-valley direction, and
the presence of tributary valleys. Boundary layers over slopes
and ridges have received less attention than boundary layers over
valleys and are complicated by additional advective effects related
to thermally driven flows and their interaction with synoptic
flows. Some initial approaches have been developed to quantify
the leveling of the CBL height overmountainous terrain that need
to be tested and further expanded. It is generally observed that
CBLs become more level in the late afternoon and during the
evening transition period. Models describing these observations
can help, for example, to explain the spatio-temporal variability
of air quality measurements at mountain top locations and to
determine the spatial representativeness of these measurements.
While meteorological and chemical measurements are often
made at mountain top locations, CBL heights over mountain
tops are rarely studied. It is often assumed that the mountain top
does not develop a CBL and free tropospheric background air is
sampled. While this may be true for mountain tops at elevations
high above the adjacent valley or plains CBL, this assumption is
not valid when the valley or plains CBL exceeds the mountain top
height (Lugauer et al., 1998; DeWekker et al., 2009; Ketterer et al.,
2014; Lee et al., 2015).
Daytime thermally driven flows have historically received
less attention than their nighttime counterparts, particularly for
the case of upslope flows (Atkinson, 1981; Whiteman, 2000;
Zardi and Whiteman, 2013). This is partly due to observational
limitations; the deep daytime boundary layer requires the
utilization of sounding systems with large vertical range making
it more difficult to sample the daytime than the nighttime
mountain boundary layer. Furthermore, vigorous mixing within
the CBL and coupling with larger-scale synoptic flows make it
difficult to study the effects of or even observe the presence
of upslope flows. Many potentially important effects of upslope
flow on CBL height behavior remain unexplored, including the
importance of along-slope cold air advection.
The spatial distribution and patchiness of the vegetation
and surface cover in hilly and mountainous terrain can have
a strong impact on CBL evolution and its thermodynamic
structure. Changes of the surface energy budget resulting from
heterogeneous land cover directly influence the surface turbulent
fluxes of moisture, momentum and heat, which act as the
link between the atmosphere and the underlying soil-vegetation
system. No studies have been performed to investigate the
combined impact of land cover heterogeneity and orography on
CBL heights. Knowledge is also limited on the effects of the
geographical location (mid-latitude, tropical, etc), season, and
scale of the terrain features (shallow vs. deep valleys, gentle vs.
steep slopes, etc) on CBL heights. Numerical simulations can
be helpful in these situations to correctly distinguish between
orography and other effects on the variability of observed CBL
heights.
CBL height behavior is closely coupled to vertical transport
and mixing processes in mountainous terrain (Rotach et al.,
2015) and the transport of pollutants over regional and even
global spatial scales (Steyn et al., 2013). It is the spatial CBL
height variability that promotes venting processes (e.g., via slope
wind recirculation) between the turbulent boundary layer and
the overlying atmosphere. Studies suggest that it is useful for
mountainous terrain to distinguish between the height of the
turbulent CBL and the height to which pollutants (released
from the surface) can reach. Over flat terrain, these heights are
identical but overmountainous terrain the thermally driven flows
can contribute to the transport of pollutants across the CBL top
(Section “Vertical Transport and Mixing Between the CBL and
the Free Troposphere”) which challenges the traditional concept
of a “mixing height” over mountainous terrain. De Wekker
et al. (2004) suggested that because pollutants are transported
and/or mixed in mountainous areas to the AL height, the AL
height is a more relevant parameter for air pollution studies
than the CBL height in mountainous terrain and may be more
closely identified with the commonly used term “mixing height”
(Seibert et al., 2000). One may also refer to the layer that
is influenced by mountain-induced circulations and venting
processes, and therefore more relevant to exchange studies, as
the mountain CBL (De Wekker, 2002; Adler and Kalthoff, 2014;
Adler et al., 2015). Such a mountain CBL would be similar to
the conceptual model of a “mountain atmosphere” that Ekhart
(1948) introduced (Figure 1). Whether layers above the base
of the inversion (capping the highly turbulent layer above the
surface) should be considered part of the CBL when influenced
by thermally driven flows will depend on the application of the
CBL height data. For example, the layer above the inversion
base should not be considered part of the CBL in cases where
CBL height data are needed to parameterize turbulent boundary
layer fluxes. In contrast, the layer influenced by thermally driven
flows above the inversion base should be considered part of the
CBL when CBL height data are used to determine the possible
effects of (valley) boundary layer air on background air pollution
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monitoring at mountain tops or in exchange studies. In recent
years several projects have been initiated to study the effects
of thermally-driven flows on exchange processes between the
atmospheric boundary layer and the overlying free atmosphere
(Section “Vertical Transport and Mixing Between the CBL and
the Free Troposphere”).
CBL heights and closely related vertical transport and mixing
processes have more recently gained attention in explaining
the uncertainty in estimating air pollution and greenhouse gas
budgets (e.g., Sun and de Wekker, 2011; Rotach et al., 2014).
The global transport models that are used for carbon budget
estimates, for example, are too coarse to take into account vertical
exchange processes due to spatial heterogeneity in CBL height
over complex terrain. More research is needed to parameterize
these effects in these coarse models and their impact on the
greenhouse gas budgets.
While it is acknowledged that there is a relationship between
convection initiation and CBL height behavior over complex
terrain, details of this relationship remain unclear. For example,
do shallowCBLs over ridges decrease or increase the likelihood of
moist convection? Are terrain-following or level CBL tops more
favorable for the occurrence ofmoist convection?How important
is the advection of mountain CBLs over the adjacent plains
for the generation of severe weather? What is the relationship
between the height of the dry (cloud free) CBL top and the
lifting condensation level? Answering these questions requires
collaborative field experiments that collect data on both dry CBLs
and moist convection processes.
The investigation of CBL heights over mountainous terrain
can benefit from recent technological advances in measurement
techniques including the use of mobile vertical sounding systems
(such as from airborne downward looking Doppler lidars, car-
borne upward-looking Doppler lidars, and unmanned aerial
systems). Networks of ceilometers and aerosol lidars that have
been set up to monitor cloud ceiling and aerosol structure, and
satellite-based measurements using lidar and radio occultation
can provide regional to global coverage of CBL heights and
provide opportunities to investigate the effect of mountain
regions on these larger scales. Cup anemometers traditionally
used in operational surface station networks are increasingly
replaced by ultra-sonic anemometers-thermometers. This will
make measurements of variances (turbulence intensities) and
covariances (e.g., surface sensible heat flux) from which CBL
height estimates can be made, more commonly available in
coming years.
Numerical simulations at fine (micro- to mesoscale)
resolutions will continue to be important for investigating
processes underlying specific CBL height behavior and
parameterizing these processes in global models at coarse
resolutions. Systematic simulations of CBL development over
idealized terrain features can also be used to investigate, for
example, the separate effects of orography and land use on CBL
height behavior. Also, future land-use changes in mountainous
terrain due to reforestation, deforestation, urbanization, melting
glaciers, shifting treelines, changing vegetation/precipitation
patterns, and other anthropogenic and natural activities can
have profound impacts on CBL dynamics and closely related
air pollution transport processes in many parts of the world.
Small-scale laboratory studies can play a role in identifying
and quantifying processes which are not well-represented
by numerical models due to simplifications or inappropriate
parameterizations.
CBL height investigations over mountainous terrain
remain important and challenging despite recent progress.
The combination of different scientific approaches, such as
observational studies, numerical or physical modeling studies,
and theoretical studies will continue to close existing gaps in
understanding of the relevant processes. New instrumental and
computational techniques combined with new generations of
scientists will likely lead to new findings that question some of
the established views, and to revisions of existing conceptual
models of CBL structure in mountainous terrain that were
reviewed in this paper.
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